GO2 Workcenter Radiologist Tips

Workcenter Tips*
> Vertical Desk Movement
• Press and hold the up or down arrow to move the desk
to the desired height.
• The number represents the distance in centimeters from
the desk to the floor and is consistent for all desks.
• If you find the 75 cm is the height you like, you can set
it for any desk. If you get tired of sitting try reading in a
standing position by raising the table.
Problem: The table won’t move and the display
is flashing all zeros.
Solution: Lower the table all the way down and
continue holding the down arrow until the desk
resets and the display shows 67, or 68, at that
point the desk is reset and should function as
normal. The table most likely lost power and
lost its height calibration reference to the floor.
Lowering the table all the way as stated above
will recalibrate it.
> Fluorescent Light
•T
 he fluorescent light can be adjusted by the user to
provide the desired amount of ambient light. It has
two adjustments:
a. Rotating Lamp Shade – Loosen the black thumb
screws located at the ends of the shade and rotate the
shade into the desired position.
b. Brightness – The brightness can be adjusted with a
switch (shaped like a marble) located under the front
edge of the desk next to the height control switch.
Simply press and hold the switch, release once the
desired brightness level is reached. A quick press and
release will simply turn it off and on.
> Monitor Position
• Each monitor is mounted on an independent arm
that allows the user to adjust height and angle
independent of the desk movement.
note that not all desks have all features, these
* Please

are just the most common accessories.

Workcenter Tips*
> Task Light
Each desk has a task light with a red or white light
source. The switch is found on the base.
> Power Dome
Each desk has a power dome on the desktop
towards the back. Cell phones, iPods, laptops, etc.,
can be plugged into it.
> Pencil Tray
Located under the left side of the desk top.
Rotate out for access.
> Paper Tray
The Xeno tray pivots independently on a center post
and each tray can be slid to the left side or to the right.
It can be mounted in one of four organizational holes on
the desk top or mounted anywhere on the edge.
> Telephone Tray
Can be mounted anywhere along the rail on the
workcenter. If mounted at the ends, it can be
swiveled out of the way.
Please note that not all desks have all features, these are just the
* most

common accessories.
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